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which, when it multiplies the iinfinite rectangular matrix on the left, 
produces zeros in the first q -j- 1 elements of the last fi -t 1 rows. This 
does not change the rank of zany submatrix formed from all the rows. 
Since the upper left submatrix af wder q + 1 is nonsingular by hypothesis, 
the rank of such a submatrix is equal tr, q + 1 plus the rank of the sub- 
matrix from which the first q +- 1 row are omitted. 
and form g, 1 &j by eliminating the constant term between g&j and !(,G) 
and removing the factor 2. The first part of the tl~corem statcS tllat, ii 
/fz) has zeros Y,, Ye,. . . satisfying 
then 
, (2) by cJimil;ating tJw cwnstant terms t~ctwuctn gV, ,(:j ;~ncl 
of analyticity, and all other zeros, if any, art! strid tJy greatc*r in modulu5, 
then 
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and these are uniquely determined up to a multiplicatke constant. The 
quotient &,(z)/&(z) is the (v, p) entry in the Pad6 table for g(z)//(z), and 
the ri&ht-hand side of (1 I j is the residual. The normalized residual is 
obtained by dividing out the power of z, and then the constant term. It 
can be shown (121 that this is {zV/, . . . , 1, g,. . . , z*‘g}. 
If the relations of the form (11) are written for four adjacent entries 
in the Pad6 table located at vertices of a square, it can be shown that 
any three of the residuals satisfy a certain three-term identity, there 
being thus four such identities. These are among the Frobenius identities, 
Thev imply similar, but somewhat simpler, identities, each connecting _ 
three of the reduced residuals, and in these four identities only three 
distinct constirnt coefficients occur, one each in three of the idcntitics, 
all three in the remaining one ; 2 i. Of these three, two are a q and an t’ 
of the yR algorithm. Thus the algorithm described above turns out to 
lead directlv to the qd algorithm, and convcrselv. w 
The nec&sarv convergence proofs for the qn algorithm is ordinaril\* 
made by way of ;he Koenig-Hadamard theorem i 1 j. However, Stewart ‘5 
theorem proves the convergence of algorithms of a much brclader &M, 
hence CXQ be regarded as a generalization of the r~f~~~lri~-H~~~~;.nlard 
theorem. Consider a set of functions 
in number equal to the number .Jf %eros to bc found. TINW ;irc requirtaci 
to be analytic throughout he region of interest, to have no xt5~ in common 
with j(z), and to satisfy another mild restriction to be given shortly. Define 
the operator F by 
Let 
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‘The mild restriction referred to is that, for sufficiently large y, t]le stats 
Jp)(z), . . .) gviw)(z) must all be normal. If f(z) has the zerw q, r?,. , , , r,, 
within the regions of analyticity and, if all other zeros, if any, are strict-\- 
greater in modulus, then 
lim of, I== _ 
Y-4-r (1 
Thus is the substanw of Stewart’s theorem. More precisely, if /(z), g&j,. , . , 
t7 <% P (z) are all analytic in the open disk of radius K, if this disk contains 




where all multigradients are consxants and the powers of z merely indicatt! 
the functions from which they are formed. In the vase of a zero that is 
distinct in modulus from the others, its reciprocal is the limit with in- 
creasing v of the r’s with corresponding subscript. In the case of zeros 
of equal modulus, the Y’S enter the coefficients of polynomials in a sequence 
whose zerob in the limit are these zeros of equal modulus, just as in ttw 
gd algorithm [l-j Hut the simple algorithm for evaluating the! r’s, which 
is the qlz algorithm itself, is not available in general. 
Stewart’s own derivation of the @ algorithm as a special case of his 
is t;lightl~ different in that h!z takes 
these being elenxmts along a line parallel to md just abow the main diag- 
oral IT: the table of reduced residuals. 
